
CONCEPTUAL:

Ecosocial theory & studying health inequities


Health disparities versus health inequities

**Hormone replacement, social class and breast cancer**


**EMPIRICAL STUDIES:**

**The three case examples**


Krieger N, Chen JT, Ware JH, Kaddour A. Race/ethnicity and breast cancer estrogen receptor status: impact of class, missing data, & modeling assumptions. (submitted)

**Additional references on hormone replacement, social class, and breast cancer**


**Additional references on the epidemiology of breast cancer estrogen receptor status**


Li CI, Malone KE, Daling JR. Differences in breast cancer hormone receptor status and histology by race and ethnicity among women 50 years of age and older. *Cancer Epidemiol Biomarker Prev* 2002;11:601-607.


The Public Health Disparities Geocoding Project and related publications


